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SPECIFICATIONS:
- The mechanical oil mist filter has a degree of separation of 95% of oil mists and up to
99.99% @ 0.3 microns of smoke with HEPA filters. These filter boxes have a large filtration
area, are washable and are made of fiberglass media with aluminum separators.
(The HEPA filters are not washable)

CART
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FLEXI-II
EXTRACTION ARM

- The FLEXI-II Extraction Arm is a superior extraction arm c/w an advanced design
'Parallelogram' counter balancing system that eliminates the need for continual
adjustment of friction joints and allows for an un-paralleled ease of movement.
The FLEXI is an ideal solution for most "source-capture" applications.
It is also specifically recommended for applications requiring an "easy to position"
extractor that does not require constant adjustment. The design is compact and smooth,
excellent for areas with low ceiling. The FLEXI Extractor Arm comes standard as 3m (10')
long and Ø200mm (8") in diameter.
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MLT-FLEX-STD

Portable mechanical oil mist filter with an efficient
degree of separation oil mists and up a high quality
HEPA filter together with the superior 10Ft long and
Ø8" Diameter FLEXI-II Extraction Arm c/w an advanced
design 'Parallelogram' counter balancing s
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